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1 CURRENT MEMBERS
Andrew Baird USA CHAIR
Paolo Oggioni ITA
Gerald Sturzlinger AUT
Uwe Schneider GER
Maury Sullivan USA
Tadas Gegevicius LTU
Hiromori Soejima JPN
Sam Parks USA
David Strassmann GER
Sylvia Meinl GER
Markus Kalousdian BRA
Igor Miklousic CRO

World Ranking List Keepers
- Gerald Sturzlinger (AUT) - Gerald.Stuerzlinger@rzl.at
- Uwe Schneider (GER) - u.schneider@dfsv.de

2 ROLL CALL, ACCOUNTING FOR ABSENCES

3 DISCUSSION AND REVIEW OF 2019 EVENTS
   i. Jury Reports
   ii. Rules
   iii. Scoring
   iv. Safety
   v. Other

4 EDS
   Invitation to chairman of EDS to speak to CSC regarding event issues
   i. 2022 World Championship – shortened bid process – discussion of concerns, if any

5 2020 CSC PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

6 COMPETITOR ISSUES FOR 2021 / QUESTIONNAIRE TOPICS

7 OLD BUSINESS
   (follow up on csc recommendations to other working groups)
   i. Rules SC and AX WG: Rules to require that the named competitor be the only one to operate the controls of the aircraft
   ii. Rules SC and AX WG: Rules to require that the named competitor be the only one to release physical markers
   iii. Rules SC, and other SC and WG’s:
a. The number of first round invitations cannot exceed the total number of competitors the organizer is prepared to accept

b. The invitation process ensures that all countries have an opportunity to attend AND ensure that the quality of competition is preserved by not excluding a proportion of the World’s top competitors (this is the intent behind the current first-round/second-round process).

8 NEW BUSINESS
i. Strategy Meeting Discussion Items
ii. Any other new business

9 SUMMARY OF CSC-WORKING GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSED MOTIONS TO THE CIA PLENARY MEETING

10 CSC MEMBERS AND CHAIRPERSON FOR 2020/2021

11 ADJOURNMENT